BOISE, IDAHO
Public Works Commission Agenda
May 5, 2021
4:00 PM
City Hall - Maryanne Jordan City Council Chambers
Virtual attendance is strongly encouraged. Please visit:
www.cityofboise.org/virtual-meetings

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

MINUTES APPROVAL
1.

III.

Public Works Commission - Regular Meeting - Apr 7, 2021 4:00 PM

PWC AGENDA REQUESTS
1.

Water Renewal Utility Financial Strategy
Presenter: Heather Buchanan
Estimated Time: 60 Min
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval

2.

FY 2022 Rate Recommendations and Budget Approval
Presenter: Heather Buchanan
Estimated Time: 45 Min
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval

2.1

CITY OF BOISE
PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION MEETING
SUMMARY MINUTES ● APRIL 7, 2021
REGULAR MEETING
City Hall - Maryanne Jordan City Council Chambers
4:00 PM

Final

150 N CAPITOL BLVD
BOISE, ID 83702

PRESENT:
ABSENT:

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Apr 7, 2021 4:00 PM (Minutes Approval)

I. Call to Order
Gravatt, Hilton, Reading, Nink, Ellis, Collette
Crowley, Morgan

II. Minutes Approval
1.

Public Works Commission - Work Session - Mar 3, 2021 3:00 PM

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

2.

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Jacob Nink, Commissioner
Kylene Collette, Commissioner
Gravatt, Hilton, Reading, Nink, Ellis, Collette
Crowley, Morgan

Public Works Commission - Regular Meeting - Mar 3, 2021 5:15 PM

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Jacob Nink, Commissioner
Kylene Collette, Commissioner
Gravatt, Hilton, Reading, Nink, Ellis, Collette
Crowley, Morgan

III. PWC Agenda Requests
1.

Water Renewal Utility Financial Plan Approach
Heather Buchanan, Chief Administrative Officer, gave the Commission an
overview of the financial planning process for the Water Renewal Utility. Steve
Burgos, Public Works Director, explained a bond election is required for the
City to take on new debt to fund the capital investments under discussion.
The bond would be a revenue bond requiring a 50% plus one vote approval.
More information will be presented at the May meeting
•

City of Boise

Commissioner Hilton is concerned and believes a nine percent rate increase
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April 7, 2021

•

Councilmember Bageant asked what the dollar value is of the approximately
50% rate increase in year one compared to the time value of the high rate in
year 2040. Mr. Burgos agreed the information would be useful in weighing
affordability options and will be shared at the next meeting.

•

Commissioner Collette appreciates the proactive approach the City is taking
to replace aging infrastructure and thinks the public should be informed of
the benefits of a proactive approach.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked what the remainder of the debt the City has for
Public Works assets is from. Ms. Buchanan explained the balance is from
previous bonds for the existing water renewal facilities.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked if the changes to the City’s zoning policy will
have an impact on capacity and condition of current assets. Jim Pardy, City
Engineer, explained the City regularly does modeling to look at capacity
within the collection system and identify potential problems. Current
modeling indicates the system shouldn’t be impacted by changes to the
zoning policy.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked if we’ve considered billing for water use by zones.
Mr. Burgos explained utilities generally avoid zone-based rates and keep
rates equal for all customers.

•

Commissioner Nink asked when the final payoff would be if debt was taken
on. Ms. Buchanan anticipates 30 years to pay off any debt. Commissioner
Nink then asked what the useful life is for the investments planned. Mr. Pardy
answered collection system assets useful life is typically 100 years and the
treatment facility components vary from 20 to 70 years depending on the
component.

•

Councilmember Hallyburton asked if Mr. Burgos is aware of utilities that are
considering income-based rates. Mr. Burgos explained in the past
affordability was defined as two percent of the median household income in
a community. In low income households the water renewal bill can be six to
eight percent of their household income. We are looking for ways to allow
the two percent rate for low income households as part of our affordability
effort. Mr. Burgos shared there are utilities considering income-based rates to
address affordability issues in other parts of the country.

RESULT:

2.
City of Boise

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Apr 7, 2021 4:00 PM (Minutes Approval)

is a large percentage in the current economic environment. Mr. Burgos
answered affordability is a priority and we are looking at alternatives and
options to offset a large increase.

DISCUSSED

Lander Street Phase 1 and Program Update
Page 2
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Josh Baker, Engineer, briefed the Commission on the status of the
construction at the Lander Street Water Renewal Facility and program.
RESULT:

3.

DISCUSSED

Lander and West Boise Water Renewal Facility Permits

City of Boise

•

Commissioner Collette asked if the water temperature in the river has
increased over the past years and is it going to continue to increase. Ms.
Falconer answered we don’t have information on past water temperature.
We do have a climate change exception in our current permit but it likely
won’t be included in our next permit. We will continue to monitor river
temperature and act as necessary.

•

Commissioner Ellis asked if the WaterShed Watch locations are where river
temperature samples are taken. Steve Hubble, Climate Action Senior Mgr.
explained the WaterShed Watch event does align with our department’s
efforts to monitor river health. Acting Chair Gravatt added there is additional
information available in the updates to the Boise WaterShed Education
Center to a Climate and Water Science Center.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked if conditions of the 316a require the additional
studies that we are proposing. Ms. Falconer explained the studies and
additional monitoring are to add to our understanding of the river and
provide data for the next permit cycle.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked what the impact would be between Lander
Street and the phosphorus removal facility at the Dixie Drain. Ms. Falconer
explained our modeling has shown there would not be a negative impact at
the confluence of the Boise River and the Snake River. Acting Chair Gravatt
asked if the slight increase in phosphorus and an increase in the river’s
temperature impact the growth of invasive species in that stretch of the river.
Ms. Falconer answered the additional phosphorus would likely not contribute
to plant growth. We are monitoring the river to determine if the temperature
nutrient combination will have an impact on undesirable species.

•

Councilmember Hallyburton asked if we have considered the public might
be opposed to the plan based on the impression they get when they hear
“variance”. Ms. Falconer agreed public education will be important to ensure
an understanding of the development and requirements the City must meet
to qualify for the 316a variance.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Apr 7, 2021 4:00 PM (Minutes Approval)

Haley Falconer, Environmental Senior Manager, explained the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)/Idaho Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (IPDES) permits for the West Boise and Lander Street Water
Renewal Facilities and the Phosphorus Removal Facility located on the Dixie
Drain.
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•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked for an update on testing and treatment for PFAS
(per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances) and other emerging constituents in our
water. Mr. Burgos answered the topic is a priority across the industry and steps
are underway to increase education to the public and the industry. Ms.
Falconer added we are working with the National Water Research Institute to
convene a panel of experts with different relevant backgrounds to provide
recommendations to us and provide an opportunity for public engagement.

•

Acting Chair Gravatt asked what relationship the permits we are currently
negotiating have to the Farmer’s Union Canal. Mr. Burgos answered the
permits we are negotiating currently are to discharge into the Boise River and
have no connection to the Farmer’s Union Canal. Ms. Falconer added these
permits have no impact or influence on the Farmer’s Union Canal.

RESULT:

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Apr 7, 2021 4:00 PM (Minutes Approval)

Minutes

DISCUSSED

IV. Director's Reports
1.

Administration Division

2.

Climate Action Division

3.

Engineering Division

4.

Environmental Division

5.

Facilities Program Management Division

6.

Operations Division

V. Adjournment
1.

Director's Announcements
Mr. Burgos reminded the Commission a Public Works Commission Work
Session is planned for mid-May.

2.

Motion to Adjourn
Commissioner Hilton made a motion to adjourn, Commissioner Ellis seconded,
and the motion carried. The meeting adjourned at 6:06 p.m.

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

City of Boise

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Julia Hilton, Commissioner
Jennifer Ellis, Commissioner
Gravatt, Hilton, Reading, Nink, Ellis, Collette
Crowley, Morgan
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TO:

Public Works Commission

FROM:

Steve Burgos, Public Works Director
Heather Buchanan, Public Works Chief Administrative Officer

DATE:

April 30, 2021

RE:

Water Renewal Utility Financial Strategy

On May 5, 2021, the Public Works Commission (PWC) will receive a detailed presentation
on the rate revenue requirements to implement the Water Renewal Utility Plan’s (Utility
Plan) approved 20-year CIP. Below, we provide a recap of the public policy discussions
and direction that has taken place, followed by a summary of the revenue requirement
analysis.
BACKGROUND
On October 13, 2020, the City Council met to review and approve the Utility Plan’s
strategic direction. The Utility Plan was the result of a multi-year planning process that
included significant stakeholder engagement throughout.
The Utility Plan provides the strategic direction for the Utility to continue delivering high
quality services that citizens and businesses of Boise have come to expect. In the coming
years, significant capital improvements will be needed to address the Utility’s aging
infrastructure (portions of which are nearly 100 years old), meet regulatory requirements,
provide for capacity needs, and meet citizen’s service level expectations. The Utility
Plan’s strategic direction includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance the health and uses of the Boise River
Reinvest in our existing infrastructure
Support our local economy through industrial reuse
Combat the pressures of climate change by adding recycled water to the aquifer
for future use
Balance affordability for our community

The Utility Plan served as the foundation for a comprehensive financial evaluation to
determine the near- and long-term (20-year) financial strategy and the subsequent Utility
rates to support the financial plan. The first step of this financial evaluation is to determine
the financial requirements to fund this strategy (i.e., revenue requirements). Once the
revenue requirement strategy is determined, reviewed, and adopted, the next step will be
to establish any changes to the Utility’s current rate structure (i.e., cost of service).
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In the fall of 2020 and spring of 2021, the Public Works Commission (PWC) received highlevel presentations on the preliminary results of a financial planning study for the Water
Renewal Utility. On May 5th, the PWC will receive a detailed presentation of the financial
planning study results and recommended next steps.

Revenue Requirements

Cost of Service

Rate Design

•How much money do
we need to fully fund
Operating and Capital
needs?

•Customers should pay
their appropriate share
of the cost of the Utility
system.

•Establish rates
necessary to generate
the identified amount
of revenue from each
customer category.

Results of Rate Revenue Requirement Study
What Is A Rate Revenue Requirement Analysis?
A revenue requirement analysis establishes a sustainable, long-range financial strategy for
the Utility and determines the level of Utility rate increases needed to fully fund operating
and capital expenses. To determine the utility rate increases needed, a detailed analysis
of the following four elements is prepared:
• Financial policies and financial reserves
• Economic assumptions
• Operating expenditures forecast
• Capital expenditures forecast

Guiding Financial Policies
Financial policies outline the financial objectives and reserve requirements that are
required to manage the activities of the Utility. The table below, which was previously
presented to the Commission last October, is restated below and provides a prioritized list
of funding reserves that has not been previously established. Currently, we are only asking
the PWC to provide input on the order of prioritization. In the coming years, we will have
further discussion on considerations like the amount to set aside for emergency reserves.

Page 2 of 10
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The financial planning study process consists of three major elements illustrated as follows:

Policy Topic

Purpose

Operating Reserves

Accounts for the day-to-day operations of the WRS

Debt Reserves

Accounts for debt service payments and to demonstrate
compliance with any bond covenant reserve requirements

Emergency Reserves

Accounts for the accumulation of funds to be available to the WRS
in the event of emergencies

Capital Account
Reserves

Primary funding source for Planned Renewal and Replacement,
Level of Service projects, and other capital investments

Connection Fee
Reserve

Accounts for the deposit of growth-related fees collected by the
WRS and the payment of growth-related costs to expand the WRS
for the benefit of future customers

These fund level financial policies form the boundary conditions that then inform a
detailed analysis of operating costs and the capital improvement plan. Operating and
capital costs are forecasted over a 20-year planning horizon (FY 2021-FY 2039).
Rate Study Economic Assumptions
The following economic assumptions were used to prepare a baseline financial forecast.
This baseline forecast establishes the current (status quo) annual operating requirements
and serves as a benchmark against which current rate revenues can be compared.
Description

Purpose

Assumptions

Revenue Growth Before
Rate Increases

Forecast growth in rate revenue based on
general customer growth in Utility system

1.0%/yr.

Investment Interest

Forecast investment interest earnings on
reserve balances

0.8%/yr.

Labor Cost Inflation

Utility staff labor cost forecast. Applied to all
staff compensation costs (salaries, overtime,
and other forms of compensation).

3.0%/yr.

Medical Benefit Cost
Inflation

Utility staff medical benefit forecast. Applied
to employee medical benefits only.

4.0%/yr.

Other Benefit Cost
Inflation

Utility staff benefit cost forecast. Applied to
all remaining employee benefits.

3.0%/yr.

Revenues

Personnel Costs

Operating and Maintenance Costs
General Cost Inflation

Operating costs forecast. Applied to all
operating costs such as chemicals, supplies,
professional services, apart from power
costs.

1.2%/yr.

Power

Electrical utility costs.

2.2%/yr.

Page 3 of 10
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Construction Cost
Inflation
Planned Facility Renewal
and Replacement

Existing Debt Service

Capital construction project costs forecast.
Applied to all capital construction project
costs.

3.0%/yr.

Forecasted annual investment in Utility
infrastructure

See CIP budget forecast
below; Escalated 20212040 cost of $1.59B
($1.15B in current value).

Forecasted annual debt service payments
for existing loans

See Operating budget
forecast below;
scheduled debt service
payments to end by FY
2026.

Utility Capital Improvement Program
Over the next 20 years, significant capital improvements will be needed to address the
Utility’s aging infrastructure (portions of which are nearly 100 years old), meet regulatory
requirements, provide for capacity needs, and meet citizen’s service level expectations.
These capital improvements are forecasted to total $1.59B (future value), or an average
annual need of about $80M. As shown in the following table, the Utility CIP can be
categorized into four categories:
Investment Category

Level of Service

Needs

Escalated
Cost

Meet customer
expectations outside of
other investment
categories

$260.9M

% of Total Examples of Projects

16%

Recycled Water
program
(FY 2021-29)
Third WRF (FY 2021-29)

Capacity

Serve future customers

$406.0M

25%

Fourth WRF (FY 202733)
Lander Street WRF
Renewal and
Replacement (FY
2021-39)

Planned Renewal &
Replacement

Maintain and preserve
system functionality

$725.9M

46%

Collection System
Rehab (FY 2021-39)
West Boise WRF
Renewal and
Replacement (FY
2025-39)

Comply with State,
Federal, and local laws

Regulatory

$201.6M

13%

Lander Street WRF (FY
2022-31)
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West Boise WRF (FY
2022-29)

River Restoration
Projects to address
Temperature (FY 2021
– 39)
Total

$1,594.4M

100%

The following graph illustrates the timing and value of these four categories of CIP needs.

Funding Strategies
As discussed during the October 2020 PWC meeting, we reviewed several strategies for
funding the Utility’s needs (Cash only or Blended Cash and Debt) and the public policy
objectives and considerations of each option. Grant funding is unreliable and, due to
years of budget cuts, should not be relied upon as a stable source of revenue to fund the
Utility’s CIP.
Public Policy Considerations of Various Infrastructure Financing Strategies
Strategy
Blended
cash and
debt

Intergenerational
Equity

Rate Predictability

Reliability

Total Cost

Debt spreads the costs Debt makes future
Highly reliable Debt comes with higher
out among existing
rate adjustments
assuming positive overall costs over the
and future customers more predictable as public support and
20-year planning
to a greater degree debt can be used to vote. Est’d $4.4T in period as interest on
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Advanced Treatment
(FY 2031-39)

3.1.a

Cash only

absorb changes in
capital investment
needs.

municipal bonds the principal results in
outstanding across
additional
the country.
expenditures.

Ratepayers today
Reliability is tied
Rates are less
bear full cost burden
directly to
predictable with this
of improvements that
willingness to pass
approach; they
may last many
future rate
change directly as
decades and benefit
increases, some of
the needs change.
future City residents.
them significant.

Lower cost overall
when compared to
debt financing.

Since the previous PWC meeting, Water Renewal Services (WRS) staff have closely studied
these two alternatives and the implications each may have on the Utility and rate payers.
After extensive discussions, Water Renewal Services (WRS) staff intends to move forward
with a blended cash and debt approach as the preferred alternative. In addition to the
policy considerations in the above table, debt financing takes advantage of low costs of
capital as interest rates on municipal bonds are at historically low levels. In addition, debt
financing allows the utility to avoid more significant rate increases in the near term thereby
addressing affordability concerns in the near term due to COVID impacts and housing
affordability concerns.
It is important to note that this preferred strategy will require an affirmative vote by the
citizens of Boise during the November 2021 elections. The bond election would approve
the ability of the Utility to take on debt. In the event this vote fails, WRS staff recommends
that the City implement the cash only alternative to fund the Utility’s infrastructure needs.
Not increasing rates to fund the Utility’s needs is not a realistic alternative as the identified
infrastructure improvements must be completed in a timely and comprehensive fashion to
avoid catastrophic failures, address growth, and meet citizen expectations.
The following sections present in greater detail each of these two strategies.
Blended Cash and Debt Strategy
This strategy involves issuing up to $625M in new debt proceeds over 20 years (or $385M if
limited to only funding the next 10 years of CIP) to augment cash that would be raised
through rate increases to fund the CIP. The primary advantage of this strategy is that by
issuing debt, the demands to fund the CIP can be amortized over a number of years (30
years in our analysis), thus presenting more predictable and lower rate increases and
spread the cost of the CIP over multiple generations. Our assumed terms for new debt
include 30-year issuances, annual interest rate of 4.50%, 2.0% issuance cost for bond
counsel and bond issuance costs, and 1.50 times debt service coverage for reserve
requirements. These assumptions have been factored into the financial planning study
and the financial results seen herein.
As shown below, annual rate increases of 9.90% between FY 2022 through FY 2025 will be
needed, declining to 9.25% in FY 2026 and FY 2027, then leveling to 4.99% in FY 2028
through the remainder of the forecast period (FY 2040). Under a blended cash and debt
scenario, the cumulative rate increase by FY 2026 is 59.4%.
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Strategy

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

FY 2027

FY 20282040

Blended Cash
and Debt

9.90%

9.90%

9.90%

9.90%

9.25%

9.25%

4.99%

Approximately 39% of the $1.59B future value CIP would be funded by debt.
Approximately $135M – 8% of the CIP - would be paid from future connection fees. The
remaining costs, about 53% of the CIP, would be paid from cash generated from user
charges.
Cash Only Funding Strategy
This strategy involves relying solely on cash (i.e., rate revenues) to fund the CIP. While this
strategy avoids the issuance of new debt and its associated annual debt service
payments, this strategy includes distinct disadvantages. First, a significant and immediate
increase in rates will be required to generate the necessary cash to fund the near-term
CIP. Second, the cost to fund the CIP will be borne primarily by today’s ratepayers, which
is contrary to the principle of intergenerational equity, where ratepayers in the future will
also share in the cost of the CIP. Finally, this scenario does not take advantage of
historically low costs of capital.
As shown below, an immediate rate increase of 53.00% will be required in FY 2022,
followed by 9.00% increases from FY 2023 through FY 2026, an 8.75% annual rate increase
in FY 2027, then leveling to 1.00% starting FY 2028 through the remainder of the forecast
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period (FY 2040). Under this cash only strategy, the cumulative rate increase by FY 2026 is
116.0%.

Strategy

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

FY 2027

FY 20282040

Cash Only

53.00%

9.00%

9.00%

9.00%

9.00%

8.75%

1.00%

The advantage of this strategy is the avoidance of debt service payments, which as
discussed above, are amortized over a 30-year repayment period. By avoiding these
costs, the cumulative rate increase over the 20-year forecast is 149.3%, which is lower than
the cumulative rate increase of 227.9% for the blended cash and debt option.

Comparative Impact to Residential Billing
The following graphic compares the impact between the blended cash and debt
scenario to the cash only scenario. The blended cash and debt scenario will result in a
lower billing impact in the short-term, but a greater billing impact in the long-term. Despite
this, Water Renewal Services (WRS) staff recommends the blended cash and debt
scenario as it results in improved intergenerational equity, more stable rate increases, and
leverages the use of debt as a tool to finance the proposed CIP.
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Cash Only Funding Strategy

Timeline for Issuing New Debt
As discussed above, issuing new debt will require an affirmative vote by the residents of
the City of Boise during the November 2021 elections. The following presents the critical
steps necessary to bring a November ballot initiative to voters.
Critical Path for November 2021 Election to Approve New Borrowing
Pre-July
City
Council /
PWC

Election
Process

Coordinate
with
County
elections

July

August

Council
direction
on
projects
and
requested
debt
amount
(7/13)

Formal
motion to
approve
ballot
language
(8/17)

September

October

November

Deadline
to submit
ballot
language
to County
(9/13)

Absentee
ballots
mailed
(10/4)
Early
voting
begins
(10/18)

Election
day (11/2)
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Financial /
Technical

Seek
community
input on
Utility
needs and
funding
strategy
Determine
projects to
be funded
by debt
and
requested
amount of
debt

Election education continues

Develop
ballot
language

RECOMMENDATION
WRS staff have worked closely with our engineering and financial consulting partners to
develop a comprehensive infrastructure plan that will preserve and protect the City’s
natural resources and ensure a reliable utility infrastructure for the next 20 years. WRS staff
have closely evaluated the financial options and impacts on the Utility as well as residents,
including balancing the public policy objectives of rate affordability, intergenerational
equity, and long-term financial sustainability. WRS staff seeks the PWC’s affirmation of the
recommendation to City Council of the blended cash and debt financial strategy to fund
the Utility’s identified 20-year CIP needs, and the PWC’s affirmation of the cash only
strategy in the event the public vote to approve issuance of bonds fails during the
November 2021 elections.
NEXT STEPS
Once WRS staff receives direction and approval from the PWC, staff will prepare and
present a transmittal from the PWC to the City Council communicating the financial
strategy outlined above.
SUGGESTED MOTION
I move that the we approve the Public Works staff recommended strategy to funding the
Water Renewal Utility Plan that includes:
• Pursuing a blended cash and debt financial strategy to fund the Utility’s 20-year CIP
needs
• Pursuing an alternative cash-only scenario if the proposed ballot initiative fails
• Recommending City Council pursue the aforementioned strategy
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Community
Education

TO:

Public Works Commission

FROM:

Heather Buchanan, Public Works Chief Administrative Officer

DATE:

April 30, 2021

RE:

FY 2022 Budget Development and Financial Plan

ISSUE
Over the last few months, the Public Works Commission (PWC) has received
presentations regarding the FY 2022 Budget and Financial Plan. In May, staff will present
a summary of the budget, cash flow analysis and rate recommendations.
BACKGROUND
The following graphic illustrates the Public Works budget development and financial
planning process.
Overview
February

Capital
February

O&M, FTE
March

Rates, Cash
Flow
May

May is the culmination of the process with the final presentation to the PWC. In the
presentation, the budget assumptions will be summarized followed by cash flow
projections for enterprise funds and rate recommendations.
Accompanying the budget presentation will be a presentation on the Water Renewal
(WR) Fund financial strategy. A separate motion will be requested for approval of the
proposed WR Fund financial strategy.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the FY 2022 budget and rate recommendations.
SUGGESTED MOTIONS
•
•
•

I move for approval of the General, Geothermal, Solid Waste, Municipal
Irrigation, and Water Renewal budgets as presented.
I move for approval of a 4.5% rate increase for all users of the Solid Waste Fund.
I move for approval of a 9.9% rate increase for the blended cash and debt
scenario if the bond election receives a favorable vote in November 2021 or an
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•

up to 53% rate increase for the cash only scenario if the bond election is not
approved.
The Commission asks staff to forward these recommendations on to Mayor and
City Council for inclusion and approval in the City’s overall FY 2022 budget.
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FY2022 CITY OF BOISE PUBLIC WORKS OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE BUDGET
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Attachment: FY 2022 Long Term Financial Plan (FY 2022 Rate Recommendations and Budget Approval)

FY 2022
City of Boise Public Works
Long-Term Financial Plan

Creating a City for

Everyone
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FY2022 City of Boise Public Works Cash Flow Budget
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AACE – American Association of Cost Engineers

P – Phosphorus

ACHD – Ada County Highway City

PDR – Preliminary Design Review

BCE – Business Case Evaluation

PV – Present Value

CCDC – Capital City Development Corporation

PW – Public Works

CIP – Capital Improvement Plan

PWC – Public Works Commission

COB – City of Boise

R&M – Repair & Maintenance

COSS – Cost of Service Study

STEP – Secondary Treatment Enhancement Project

EPA – Environmental Protection Agency

UV – Ultraviolet Disinfection

FSO – Facilities Services & Operations

WBWRF – West Boise Water Renewal Facility

FV – Future Value

WR – Water Renewal

FY – Fiscal Year

WRF – Water Renewal Facility

IDEQ – Idaho Department of Environmental Quality
LSWRF – Lander Street Water Renewal Facility
MGD – Million Gallons per Day
O&M – Operations and Maintenance

City of Boise Public Works

4
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FY2022 City of Boise Public Works Cash Flow Budget

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Long-Term Financial Plan focuses on the City of Boise Public Works (PW) long-term cashflow analysis for the Water
Renewal (WR), Solid Waste (SW), Geothermal, and Municipal Irrigation (MI) utility funds. Overall, the goal for each fund is
to maintain an excellent financial condition supported by healthy cash reserves, optimal debt levels, and balanced annual
budgets. This excellent financial health is reflected in the stable revenues, economic strength, and growth that these funds
have maintained for many years. Details of past financial results are available in the audited Comprehensive Annual
Financial Reports (CAFR) along with annual budget documents on the City’s website at https://www.cityofboise.org.
The Long-Term Financial Plan is an important component of the City’s strategy for building and maintaining financially
sound and sustainable public utilities. The plan incorporates a ten-year financial forecast through FY2031 focusing on the
impacts of future operational and capital expenses and on revenue needs and cash fund balances.
The Long-Term Financial Plan includes a review of critical issues and risks facing Boise that could impact the financial
forecast. The plan also includes a review of the financial environment and regional economy that the City must operate
in. Finally, the Long-Term Financial Plan provides some recommended long-term action plans for debt management, asset
management, cash reserve maintenance and other financial issues facing the City over a term longer than just the next
annual budget cycle.

WATER RENEWAL FUND
Water Renewal (WR) Fund is the largest of the PW utilities and is established for the renewal of used water for the majority
of the residents of Boise, Garden City, Eagle, and other close areas. The Utility is embarking on a significant capital
investment plan for the next twenty years, and thus capital investment is becoming the main financial driver for the plan.
Given this, the Utility needs to consider additional financial strategies to fund the capital plan and to help keep WR rates
affordable. In recent history, the Utility used cash strategies (pay-as-you-go) to fund operations and capital needs. Going
forward, bonds and grants may be other possible funding strategies to cover the cost. Use of bonds would require voter
approval. Figures ES.1A and B show the projected annual revenue increases along with the expected cash reserve
balances modeled for a cash only and a cash and bond scenario.
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Table ES.1A: Water Renewal Fund Revenue Increases and Fund Balances - Cash Only (Target: 180 Day Cash on Hand)

Table ES.1B: Water Renewal Fund Revenue Increases and Fund Balances – Cash & Bonding (Target: 180 Day Cash on Hand)
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SOLID WASTE FUND
The Solid Waste (SW) Fund is the second largest of PW utilities and provides for trash and recycling services for the residents
and businesses within Boise and composting for Boise residents. Although, the SW Fund has struggled with maintaining
targeted levels of cash reserves, the Fund has been entirely financially self-sufficient. The SW Fund has limited capital
projects and the majority of the operational costs relate to a franchise service agreement with Republic Services. In the
coming 10 years, early rate increases are needed to help cash reserves rebound, but later increases are expected to be
small and infrequent to keep up with inflationary pressures or other program needs. Figure ES.2 shows the projected annual
revenue increases along with the expected cash reserve balances.
Table ES.2: Solid Waste Fund Revenue Increases and Fund Balances (Target: 30 Day Cash on Hand)

GEOTHERMAL FUND
The Geothermal Fund is a small utility experiencing financial challenges as the demand for geothermally heated water
within the Boise downtown area is limited due to recent warm winters and direct competition with historically low natural
gas heating prices. This competition with natural gas has prevented the Geothermal Fund from adjusting rates for many
years. When geothermal rates increase, the financial incentive to use geothermal water for heating instead of natural gas
is reduced. However, moving into the future, geothermal has the distinct advantange of being a virtually carbon free
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source of energy which will likely increase demand amongst businesses looking for access to renewable energy solutions.
The current rate structure adequately funds system operation and maintenance, however funding for long-term asset
replacement is a concern. For now, no rate increases are recommended within the next ten years. To fund strategic system
repairs, cash reserves will be gradually decreasing in the next few years as shown in Figure ES.3 below.
Table ES.3: Geothermal Fund Revenue Increases and Fund Balances (Target: 60 Day Cash + $100K)

MUNICIPAL IRRIGATION FUND
Small areas of the City receive irrigation water service which is supplied by diverted surface water from the Boise River and
distributed by large irrigation canals and smaller irrigation laterals. The MI Fund is planning to expand services to new
customers in future years as adding more lots to existing infrastructure creates economies of scale.
For FY2022, MI Fund operations are expected to continue without pressures to expand or rehabilitate current facilities. The
MI Fund does not have personnel costs and uses WR Utility Maintenance staff for operations and maintenance work for an
estimated annual cost of $10,000. The second largest cost for the MI Fund is $7,500 for minor equipment. The majority of
irrigation assets include motors, valves and plastic PVC pipe that are all well maintained and in the early stages of their
useful life. The system uses pressurized surface water that is pumped to 315 serviced lots including 34 lots annexed in
FY2020.
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Irrigation assessments are charged at $935 per acre according to the size of lot served. Depending on watering habits, size
of lot and irrigable area, it is estimated irrigating with municipal irrigation water would save approximately 39% compared
to irrigating with treated SUEZ water. ($131 w/irrigation vs $182 w/Suez)
The MI fund is net positive and fully funds deprecreciation of $6,167.
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1. PUBLIC WORKS LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
The Long-Term Financial Plan is the final installment of the FY2022 budget development process following the presentation
of the capital, O&M, and equipment budgets in February and March. To complete the budgeting process, the cash flow
projections for the Water Renewal, Solid Waste, and Geothermal Funds will be presented along with the rate adjustment
recommendations for each fund.

PURPOSE OF THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
The Long-Term Financial Plan is a tool to assist policy makers in identifying the financial challenges, scenarios, and
opportunities facing the CIty and determining the impact of various policies and decisions that might be implemented to
meet those challenges and opportunities. The Long-Term Financial Plan includes a set of well-reasoned assumptions that
provide a foundation upon which a variety of policies and decisions can be formulated for the annual operating and
capital budgets, current and possibly future debt management, reserves management, rate and fee setting, and other
on-going financial processes.
The Long-Term Financial Plan includes a recommendation section for each fund with some specific recommended action
items to be considered over the long-term horizon to address expected financial challenges and opportunities. The LongTerm Financial Plan will be updated annually to adjust to changes in services, updated costs, and revised policies, and then
brought back to the PWC, Mayor, and City Council at least once a year during the budget cycle for review and approval.

CRITICAL ISSUES FOR UTILITY PLANNING
The following issues have the potential to occur in the next ten years and could have an impact on the financial position
of the City:
•
•

Regulatory requirement changes - Significant changes in fFederal and local regulatory requirements that govern
City operations could cause capital and/or operating costs to exceed the forecasted levels.
Aging Infrastructure – Similar to the national discussion on the need for infrastructure investment, many key
components of Boise’s infrastructure is reaching the end of its useful life. For example, the Lander Street Water
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•

•

Renewal Facility was constructed in the late 1940s and over the next 20 years will need to be replaced. In order to
adequately address continuous aging infrastructure issues, the City has developed and implemented an asset
management strategy to continuously evaluate the condition and needs related to the assets of each fund.
Changes in Investment Interest or Bond Rates – The City invests cash reserves for each fund in approved investments
that earn interest income used for fund operations. Any interest rate increases during the forecast period would
likely improve interest earnings providing additional non-operating income from higher returns on invested cash
balances. Decreases in bond interest rates could create significant savings in the future and could potentially
change the projections for potential amounts of debt issued due to high or low rates.
Cash Reserve Planning – Policies will be presented in the near future that provide greater detail to cash reserve
planning, particularly to counter the potential for natural disasters, such as an earthquake or flood, which is a
concern in the Boise service area. A general reserve will be set aside and will be maintained to mitigate additional
costs that could be incurred during times of emergency.
Cost of Service Study (COSS) - The City is currently in the process of updating the cost of service for the WR Fund
which is critical to ensure accurate cost projections and allocations to customer classes. In the next year, a COSS
should be prepared for the SW Fund and another for the Geothermal Fund to help maintain accurate fees and
charges.

THE MISSION, VISION, VALUES, AND GUIDING FINANCIAL PRINCIPLES
The City of Boise mission is “Creating a City for Everyone.” The goal of the Long-Term Financial Plan is to support the City’s
mission and provide a long-term sustainable financial foundation for achieving and sustaining the vision. More specific
financial principles and goals guiding this plan include:
•
•
•

Growth Pays for Growth - WR connection fees will be set at a level necessary for new connections cover their
proportionate costs of capital and financing costs associated with expanding the WR system.
Affordable and Predictable Monthly Service Rates - Rates should be smoothed to avoid spikes and coordinated
with other City utility rates to minimize the total burden on ratepayers. Undesignated reserves may be used to
smooth rates and mitigate rate increases.
Asset Management - Required annual maintenance and scheduled asset replacement should not be deferred to
minimize current rates at the expense of future rates.
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•

Debt - Use and cost of debt should be optimized. The City should look for opportunities to pay-off debt early if
possible without being detrimental to rates. With voter approval, consider the use of new debt as necessary to help
minimize rate impacts.
Pay-As-You-Go - Finance capital projects on a pay-as-you-go basis (cash), to the extent possible, to balance the
added expense of debt and minimize the overall long-term cost of capital to users with level and predictable rates.

BOISE FINANCIAL PROFILE
Boise has maintained a strong economy throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and has had less negative economic impacts
than many other US communities. Boise’s unemployment rates have been at 4.3% which is more than 2% less than the
Nations’ average of 6.7%. Jobs have been partially supported by a strong construction industry that has continues to build
residential projects despite some commercial project reductions. Housing prices continue to climb with a shortage in
residential housing inventories. The cost of living is increasing in Boise, largely due to housing prices.
Trends suggest that Boise will continue to recover through FY2021 fueled by a strong housing market, lower than average
unemployment, and optimism that COVID-19 vaccinations will help bring the community out of the pandemic. Continued
improvement will help to strengthen revenue collection and demand for PW services. Growth rates for FY2022 are assumed
to be a one-percent annual increase in connections, accounts, and demands. For further information, the City of Boise
Budget Office produces a summary of economic indicators published in Quarterly Financial Reports available on the City’s
website.
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BASIC BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS
For all funds, the basic budget assumptions include the following increases. Note, PW staff closely tracks these assumptions
and updates projections based on variability.
Figure 1.1: Short and Long-Term Inflations Assumptions

Description

Short-Term Assumptions

Long-Term Assumptions

Account Growth For WR & SW

1.0%/yr

1.0%/yr

Investment Interest

0.75%/yr

0.75%/yr

Labor Cost Inflation

3.0%/yr

3.0%/yr

Medical Benefit Cost Inflation

4.0%/yr

4.0%/yr

Other Benefit Cost Inflation

3.0%/yr

3.0%/yr

General Cost Inflation

0.5%/yr

1.15%/yr

Construction Cost Inflation

3.0%/yr

3.0%/yr
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2. WATER RENEWAL FUND
The WR Fund serves approximately 93,000 active water renewal service accounts within Boise and also treats used water
from Garden City, West Boise Sewer District, and Eagle Sewer District plus some unincorporated areas of Ada County. The
WR Fund encompasses operation of three water renewal facilities (West Boise, Lander Street, and the Boise Phosphorus
Removal Facility), the Twenty Mile South Farm biosolids application site, maintenance of over 1,000 miles of collection lines,
28 lift stations, engineering, pretreatment, regulatory, environmental, water quality lab, education and outreach, and
administration. The water renewal facilities (WRFs) process a total combined average annual treatment of 27.6 million
gallons per day (MGD) from almost 285,000 people totalling over 10 billion gallons of used water treated and renewed
annually.

WR FUND REVENUES
WR Fund revenues are generally steady year after year and increase as the number of accounts increase. Primary
customers include residential, unmonitored commercial, and monitored industrial users. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
WR Fund revenues in FY2020 and to date in FY2021 were reduced by only a slight amount due to commercial connections
that could demonstrate a reduction in operations during business closures. It is anticipated that WR Fund revenues will
rebound in FY2021 and FY2022 and continue to grow annually as the number of accounts increases and rate adjustments
are made. WR Fund revenues also include connection fee revenues which are charged to new growth to recover the
costs of treatment and collection facitilies that have added capacity for new development. Figure 2.1 demonstrates
projected annual revenues for the two funding scenarios being considered.
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Figure 2.1: Annual WR Fund Revenues – Cash Only and Blended Cash and Debt Funding Scenarios

O&M AND CAPITAL EXPENSES
In the WR Fund, funding the capital cost of facilities required to meet NPDES permit requirements along with repair and
replacement of existing assets is a major focus. In the window spanning FY2021 to FY2031, anticipated capital costs total
$750.3 million.
In past years, pay-as-you-go financing was utilized in the WR Fund to fund capital projects. As water renewal demands
have grown, the fund is foreseeing the need for continued growth over the next 20 years. This will require a large capital
investment that may be funded either through the traditional pay-as-you-go rate structure or could be funded with a
combination of pay-as-you-go and revenue bonds that would amortize costs over an approximate 30 year period.
If the blended cash and debt scenario is selected, the WR Fund will be seeking voter approval for the use of bond proceeds
to help fund the future projects while ensuring reasonable rate increases in the future. The final timing of debt issuances
and election frequency will be determined later, but it is currently assumed that bonds would be issued approximately
every two years.
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Figure 2.2: Project WRF Cash Balances – Cash Only and Blended Cash and Debt Scenarios

PROJECTED RATE ADJUSTMENTS
Figure 2.3: Projected Rate Adjustment Scenarios – Blended Cash and Debt Funding
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Figure 2.4: Projected Rate Adjustment Scenarios – Cash Only Funding

GENERAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE TARGETS
The WR Fund must consider and plan to meet certain financial benchmarks and performance targets to maintain financial
viability. Two key metrics will be used to determine and maintain financial health in the event that debt is approved and
issued. Those targets include cash balances and debt coverage ratios.

Annual Cash Reserves
The cashflow model for the WR Fund is adjusted to maintain total cash on hand equal to at least 180 days of operating
expenses net of depreciation assuming the need to meet requirements for bond funding. If a cash only scenario is selected,
the days cash on hand requirement could be reduced initially to help manage rate increases, then follow up with a plan
to gradually build up to 180 days over time.

Debt Service Coverage Ratios
A debt service coverage ratio has been modelled to achieve a 1.5 times ratio which provides a flexibility for revenue or
expense fluctuations while still maintaining sufficient coverage. This means that the net operating revenues, net of
depreciation and other WR Fund reserves, should provide at least $1.50 for each $1.00 of total annual debt service. The
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terms and covenants of each bond will detail the required maintenance of coverage. Rates should be set to maintain the
appropriate minimum coverage designated.

RECOMMENDATION
The two basic financial scenarios for funding WR capital facilities presented will allow necessary improvements to be
constructed but with significantly different initial monthly user rate increases. The blended cash and debt scenario must
be approved by the City Council, and ultimately the voters, but the use of bonds to amortize large capital investment
would help level the annual impact to rate payers and help improve ratepayer affordability. For these reasons, PW staff
recommends that the City pursue the blended cash and debt scenario.
The cash only scenario assumes that the capital improvements would be funded with cash only with no bonds, which will
lead to an initial increase in user rates of up to 53%. Although an all cash scenario avoids the bond election and additional
interest costs, it immediately increases user rates in FY2022 and may exceed those of other communities in the Treasure
Valley. Given the ongoing uncertainty surrounding COVID-19, the current affordability challenges in the Boise, and the
historically low cost of capital, it is recommended that the cash only scenario be used only as a fall-back in the event that
a bond election fails.
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3. SOLID WASTE FUND
Solid Waste services maintain the cleanliness of Boise and its environment collaboratively with Republic Services of Idaho,
Inc. and the Ada County Landfill (ACLF). Boise residents receive a high-level of service from SW Fund programs which
include trash hauling and disposal, composting, recycling, and other services such as EnergyBag collection and processing,
household hazardous waste disposal, bulky item disposal at no additional cost, and remediation of contaminated sites
around the City.
The SW Fund is a large fund from a revenue perspective as over $35M is collected in revenues annually. Most of the SW
Fund services are provided by Republic Services under a franchise agreement for hauling, disposal, recycling, and
composting. The SW Fund has limited capital needs in comparison with the WR Fund. Some capital projects have been
funded by the SW Fund, such as a compost give-back facility for residents to get finished compost, but these projects were
small and were funded with excess net revenues.
Each year the SW Fund experiences changes in programs and needs which require adjustments to short and long-term
costs. This requires annual updates to long-term projections and fees and charges to customers. A formal cost of service
analysis is anticipated for the SW Fund within FY2021 and FY2022 to review costs for each service or program and allocations
to a range of different customer classes.

KEY SOLID WASTE FUND CHANGES IN FY2022
The following are a list of items that are considered for the FY2022 cashflow.
•

•

On October 1, 2020, the ACLF switched from a volumetric to tonnage basis for disposal. PW is monitoring ACLF and
Republic Services ticket data received since October 2020 to more clearly understand the actual tonnage disposed
and the impacts of the new ACLF rates structure on the City’s disposal costs. For cash flow purposes, 195K tons of
total disposed waste are estimated for FY2022 either through the ACLF or through the two transfer stations.
The City's compost program continues to grow and is in need of facility expansion to efficiently handle increased
demands. The FY2022 O&M budget includes reimbursement costs to Republic Services to add composting site
improvements and equipment to increase capacity. Compost facility operating costs should not increase beyond
inflation with the compost upgrades.
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•

The contracted division of waste diverted through the transfer stations and to the ACLF is assumed to be 70%/30%.
Hauling expenses have increased slightly for residential trash and may continue to increase in the future.
Electric trash trucks are currerntly being added to the Republic fleet with five serving residential customers and five
serving commercial accounts. The trucks will be purchased by Republic Services, and the City will reimburse as
defined by the franchise agreement.
Other projections for personnel and general O&M expenses are generally forecasted according to Figure 3.2

SOLID WASTE REVENUES
SW Fund revenues, although somewhat cyclical within each fiscal year, tend to be very steady year after year and increase
as the number of accounts increase. Primary customers include residential, commercial, and temporary roll off users.
Despite COVID-19 impacts, SW Fund revenues in FY2020 were reduced by only a small amount. The City has the ability to
increase customer rates to cover costs and improve fund balances. Figure 3.3 shows the rate revenue increases for FY2022
and beyond.
Figure 3.1: Solid Waste Revenues
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OPERATIONAL AND CAPITAL EXPENSES
SW Fund O&M expenses tend to grow proportionately with the growth in the number of accounts served. In addition, there
are few capital expenses to create variable peaks and drops in annual expenses.
Figure 3.2: Solid Waste O&M and Capital Expenses

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED RATES
Annual user rate revenues are the primary source of replenishing the SW Fund's cash reserves. The full rate structure is
included in the Master Fee Schedule found on the City’s website with a full list of SW rate categories. The proposed monthly
bill for a residence with trash, recycling, and compost is used in making a comparison of current and proposed rates in
Figure 3.3.
Over the past several years the SW Fund has experienced a wide range of impacts that were emergent including Esther
Simplot Park remediation costs, commodity market price volatility, and new program costs to help offset the commodity
price impacts. The commodity markets and associated impacts have stabilized. Moderate rate increases will be included
in FY2022 and possibly FY2023 to help re-establish fund balances. Once fund balances are replenished, adjusting rates
every few years will account for inflationary pressures or when additional program needs arise.
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Figure 3.3: Proposed Annual Adjustments to SW Fund Revenues and Monthly Rates

PROJECTED CASH BALANCES
The minimum fund balance target for the Solid Waste Fund is 8% of the expenditure budget which is roughly equivalent to
30 days operations. In recent years, the fund balance has been below the minimum balance target. To correct this, rate
increases are needed to cover cost of services and improve fund balances. For FY2022, the 8% minimum fund balance
target is $3.2M. With the increases in costs for both FY2021 and FY2022, the fund balance is projected to be $1.9 million,
which is $1.3M below the minimum target balance. For this reason, a 4.5% rate increase for FY2022 is recommended.
The past five years have been challenging from both programmatic and financial perspectives for the SW Fund. Although
historic fund balances have been lower then ideal, the projected rate increases detailed above are expected to bring the
fund balances in closer alignment with the target.
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Figure 3.4: Projected Annual Cash Balances

RECOMMENDATION
A cost of service study should be performed to ensure that the costs of solid waste are adequately and appropriately
allocated to the different services and types of customers. Monitoring and review of recycling programs should continue
to help minimize program costs and maximize commodity revenues to the extent possible given market conditions. It is also
recommended that the amount of waste that is moved through the transfer stations is balanced in an effort to optimize
cost benefits.
Rates should be updated periodically to increase cash balances and ensure that adequate cash reserves are maintained.
A 4.5% rate increase for all users is recommended for FY 2022. The City should continue with many of the innovative
programs such as electric trucks , composting, energy bags to help maintain a clean environment and continue to improve
the services provided.
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4. GEOTHERMAL FUND
The Boise Geothermal system is the largest municipally operated geothermal heating system in the United States and
provides service to 92 buildings in the downtown core, including service to 11 buildings at Boise State University. The City’s
geothermal system was built in the early 1980’s and heats roughly six million square feet of buildings in the downtown core.
Service is also utilized for sidewalk snow melt and heating pools at the downtown YMCA. The geothermal system is a closedloop process and used water is reinjected safely back into the aquifer.
The Geothermal system is a small fund and is limited in cash. Because of these limitations, fewer repair and replacement
projects are possible at this time. Currently, the City offers line extensions for potential customers who would like to connect
to the system. Several capital projects are planned that will improve the efficienciy of the system and will help to reduce
ongoing operations and maintenance expenses. In FY2019 the Geothermal Fund received a $750k advance from the
General Fund (GF) to repair certain critical lines in the system and to complete system efficiency enhancements. The
Geothermal Fund will not be required to start repaying the GF before FY2032.

GEOTHERMAL REVENUES
Long-term geothermal revenue assumptions are based upon predicted winter temperatures. Long-term weather forecasts
are difficult to forsee, so an average is used to make estimates for the fund. For example, revenues were high during 2017
when cold weather was sustained. In warmer years, revenues decrease. In the past four years, approximately 70% of the
annual revenues were collected in the first two quarters which are the coldest months of the year ranging from October
through March.
Another consideration is the future demand for downtown office space following the COVID-19 pandemic. Some
businesses are unable to change their operations but some may reduce leased office space as many employees continue
working at home long-term. Less office space could mean reduced heating demands and thus lower water sales.
Governmental buildings such as those connected in BSU tend to be strong and reliable customers. PW Engineering staff is
finalizing a Geothermal Strategic Plan to set the course for the utility over the next 20 years. The strategic plan will include
alternatives for diversifying the service portfolio and, in turn, the associated revenue streams in the coming years.
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FY2021 revenues are projected to be at or slightly above $600K which is a positive increase over the FY2021 adopted budget
of $513K. As some businesses impacted by COVID-19 return to more normal operations, revenues are expected to begin
to rebound. Water sales for FY2023 and beyond are projected to be at a flat $650K per year at this time but may be
adjusted based upon future performance. Miscellaneous income includes grants and contributions related to capital
projects that will be continually sought to help with future capital investment.
Figure 4.1: Projected Revenues

OPERATIONAL AND CAPITAL EXPENSES
Staff continually evaluates the number of line breaks and other system repair needs. An internal cashflow analysis indicates
annual repair and maintenance (R&M) projects are supported by ongoing revenues, but the limited Geothermal Fund
balance will not cover long-term system asset replacement.
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Figure 4.2: Projected Operational and Capital Expenses

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED RATES
Historically, geothermal rates were tied to natural gas prices. Several years ago, the PWC approved eliminating the rate
link. Operationally, however, geothermal customers still make the comparison between geothermal and natural gas rates
as they evaluate their service costs. Currently, natural gas rates are quite low, making geothermal rate adjustments difficult
and poses a significant challenge in managing the Geothermal Fund cash flow. In the future, as customers continue to
seek out carbon free energy solutions, the geothermal system will like become more sought after.
No rate increase is currently proposed. As noted in the last meeting, staff is currently completing a Geothermal Strategic
Plan to be followed with a cost of service study. Once that is complete, cash flow and rate structure recommendations
will be brought to the PWC.
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PROJECTED GEOTHERMAL FUND CASH BALANCES
Figure 4.4: Projected Cash Balances

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Geothermal Fund continue to optimize system performance through strategic repairs as rates
cannot be increased at this time. Capital projects are difficult to fund with limited revenues but the replacement of aging
geothermal pipe will improve the efficiency of the system. Line breaks individually cost about $50K. Therefore, cash
balances can fund approximately five breaks per year before reserves are are not available for basic operational
contingencies.
Although cash reserves may seem high according to the number of days cash on hand, without the ability to replenish
reserves through rate increases is a concern. Opportunities for other funding sources to replace aging system assets will be
explored. Partnerships with other local agencies such as Capital City Development Corporation (CCDC), federal or state
grant programs, or even debt financing could be possible options.
Debt financing would allow for a well-managed and prioritized asset replacement schedule that could provide for some
asset replacement or refurbishing every year and also provide funding for large replacements that need to occur in a short
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timeframe Unfortunately, the feasibility of that option is low as current rate constraints result in net revenues that are not
adequate to pay debt service.
The best plan until additional revenues can increase is to maintain the current level of rates and fees to support necessary
maintenance and capital expenditures while funding depreciation costs and building reserves when possible. The fund
should only draw down reserves for major rehabilitation projects and asset replacements when opportunities for partnership
with other enitites arise.
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5. MUNICIPAL IRRIGATION FUND
Small areas of the City receive irrigation water service which utilizes surface waterdiverted from the Boise River and
distributed by large irrigation canals and smaller irrigation laterals. The MI Fund is planning to expand services to new
customers in the future years as many more new lots can be added to existing infrastructure creating economies of scale.
For FY2022, MI Fund operations are expected to continue general system operations without pressures to expand or
rehabilitate current facilities. The MI Fund does not have personnel costs and uses WR Utility Maintenance staff for
operations and maintenance work for an estimated annual cost of $10,000. The second largest cost for the MI Fund is
$7,500 for minor equipment. The majority of irrigation assets include motors, valves and plastic PVC pipe that are all well
maintained and are in the early stages of their useful life. The system uses pressurized surface water to pump the water to
315 serviced lots that includes 34 lots that were annexed in FY2020. Irrigation assessements are charged at $935 per acre
according to the size of lot served. Depending on watering habits, size of lot and irrigable area, it is estimated irrigating
with municipal irrigation water would save approximately 39% compared to irrigating with treated SUEZ water. ($131
w/irrigation vs $182 w/Suez) The MI fund is net positive and fully funds deprecreciation of $6,167.

RECOMMENDATION
No rate changes are being proposed at this time. By State statute, the irrigation assessments are formally reviewed and
approved each January. The MI Fund balance at the beginning of FY2021 is approximately $238,000 which provides a
small reserve for future asset replacement.
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